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A Resource Guide for Teaching
Practical and thorough, this engaging resource guide
truly practices what it preaches: hands-on, activitiesrich, research-based, performance-driven teaching.
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Coverage integrates the best ideas from a broad
spectrum of instructional approaches into an eclectic
teaching model that the author characterizes as
multilevel instruction. This is truly one of the most
comprehensive books on the market today, made
even better in this latest edition. Coverage includes
the relationship among curriculum standards,
assessment, and high-stakes testing, what's need to
establish and maintain a supportive learning
environment, and updated information on outstanding
school programs. For professionals in the field of
teaching.

America's Story Vol 1 (Teacher Guide)
"Includes over 600 activities." Reproducibles.

Rabbit's Snow Dance
Discover the moving, true story of the Native
American named Squanto, who is captured from his
beloved Pawtuxet tribe, taken to Spain, and sold into
slavery. Years later, Squanto regains his freedom and
embarks on a miraculous journey back to his
homeland where he teaches the Pilgrims how to
survive the difficult early years in the Plymouth
colony--culminating in the first Thanksgiving
celebration. A touching drama about trust, faith and
renewal. Beautifully illustrated by Michael Donato.
Ages 6 and up

The Pilgrims' First Thanksgiving
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Squanto recounts how in 1614 he was captured by
the British, sold into slavery in Spain, and ultimately
returned to the New World to become a guide and
friend for the colonists.

A Broken Flute
Describes what it was like to be a Wampanoag child
during the time that the Wampanoag Indians and the
settlers at Plymouth Colony lived in peace, in part due
to the efforts of the English-speaking warrior Squanto.

Giving Thanks
Presents reviews and evaluations of six hundred
children's books about Native Americans.

Standards-Based Lesson Plans for the
Busy Elementary School Librarian
An introduction to the life of the Massachusetts Indian
Squanto, best known for befriending the Pilgrims of
the New Plymouth Colony.

Polychaeta Myzostomidae and
Sedentaria of Antarctica
Wouldn't it be great to be part of that famous
Thanksgiving feast at Plymouth Plantation back in
1621? Then join the Time-Traveling Twins as they sit
down to an enormous FOUR-DAY feast, complete with
puddings, pompions, pottages, and, of course,
turkeys. Meet Squanto and the other Native
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Americans. Help with the harvest. Find out what it
was like to be a Pilgrim. Once again, historian Diane
Stanley's fun and impeccably researched text is
brought to life by Holly Berry's accessible illustrations.
Word balloons, engaging characters, and all sorts of
wonderful details about the beginning of this
American tradition await the lucky adventurer who
journeys back with the Time-Traveling Twins.

Lesson Plans in Fourth Grade History
Squanto's name is legend in American history, but
behind the legend was a real man who lived an
exciting life of kidnap, escape, exploration, and
diplomacy. One of the last of his people and one of
the first to travel the world, Squanto was so much
more than just a translator to the Pilgrims. Through
accessible text, full color illustrations, and direct
quotes, young readers will learn about the fascinating
man and his crucial role in American history.

Squanto and the First Thanksgiving
(Revised Edition)
Answers questions about the historic harvest festival,
life in the new settlement of Plymouth, and the
Pilgrims' friendship with Squanto, Samoset, and the
other native people.

Turtle's Race with Beaver
If You Were at the First Thanksgiving
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In this festive Caldecott Honor–winning picture book,
Alice Dalgiesh brings to life the origin of the
Thanksgiving holiday for readers of all ages. Giles,
Constance and Damaris Hopkins are all passengers
aboard the crowded Mayflower, journeying to the New
World to start a new life. Things get a little more
cramped when their baby brother Oceanus is born
during the passage. However, when they arrive, there
are even worse challenges to face as the Pilgrims are
subjected to hunger, cold, and sickness that put their
small colony in great danger. With the help of the
Native Americans though, they might just be able to
survive their first year in this strange land—and have
a November harvest to celebrate for generations!

The Mayflower and the Pilgrims' New
World
Of Plymouth Plantation was written between 1630 and
1651, by William Bradford. Bradford was the leader of
Plymouth Colony in Massachusetts. Of Plymouth
Plantation is considered the best firsthand account of
Pilgrim life in the Americas.

The Thanksgiving Story
Combines artwork with the original text of the classic
song that celebrates the joy of the season and the
warmth of family togetherness.

History of Plymouth Plantation
Different stories of the Pilgrims' day to day
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adventures.

A Turkey for Thanksgiving
Experience the true story from American history
about the spiritual roots and historical beginnings of
Thanksgiving. This entertaining and historical story
shows that the actual hero of Thanksgiving was
neither white nor Indian but God. In 1608, English
traders came to Massachusetts and captured a twelveyear-old Indian, Squanto, and sold him into slavery.
He was raised by Christians and taught faith in God.
Ten years later he was sent home to America. Upon
arrival, he learned an epidemic had wiped out his
entire village. But God had plans for Squanto. God
delivered a Thanksgiving miracle: an English-speaking
Indian living in the exact place where the Pilgrims
landed in a strange new world.

If You Lived at the Time of Squanto
Jack and Annie travel in their magic treehouse to the
year 1621, where they celebrate the first
Thanksgiving with the Pilgrims and Wampanoag
Indians in the New Plymouth Colony.

Over the River and Through the Wood
Describes how the Pilgrims at Plymouth shared a
three-day feast with their Native American neighbors
after their first harvest in 1621, establishing a
tradition that would become a national holiday.
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Thanksgiving on Plymouth Plantation
Describes how the first Thanksgiving celebration
came to be.

The Great Thanksgiving Escape
The vital resource that provides all assignments for
the America’s Story Volume 1 course, which includes:
Materials list for each chapter, oral narration
questions and answers, directed journaling, artwork
sketching and study sections, Map Adventures,
optional Digging Deeper sections, and more.Book of
Prayers, review sections, special project ideas, and
answer keys. OVERVIEW: America’s Story Vol. 1 is
written with narration as a key element of this course.
Please take the time to employ oral narration
whenever suggested. Included in each chapter of this
Teacher Guide is a written narration prompt for the
older child. Students will learn about the ancient
Americas to the great Gold Rush, the infancy of our
country through the founding of our great nation,
catching glimpses of the leaders who would become
known as the Founding Fathers. The course includes
28 chapters and five built-in reviews, making it easy
to finish in one school year. The activity pages are an
assortment of map adventures, areas to write/journal,
Scriptures and famous sayings for copy work, handson projects, and pictures to draw and color. There is
also a timeline project, including the simple
instructions for completion. FEATURES: The calendar
provides 5 daily lessons with clear objectives and
activities.
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Squanto and the First Thanksgiving
Adapted from the New York Times bestseller
Mayflower! After a dangerous journey across the
Atlantic, the Mayflower?s passengers were saved from
certain destruction with the help of the Natives of the
Plymouth region. For fifty years a fragile peace was
maintained as Pilgrims and Native Americans learned
to work together. But when that trust was broken by
the next generation of leaders, a conflict erupted that
nearly wiped out Pilgrims and Natives alike. Adapted
from the New York Times bestseller Mayflower
specifically for younger readers, this edition includes
additional maps, artwork, and archival photos.

Stories of the Pilgrims
Discover the real Thanksgiving through photographs
from a recreation of the true Thanksgiving by Plimoth
Plantation.

The First Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Moose try to invite a turkey to their
Thanksgiving feast.

Early Learning Thematic Lesson Plans,
Grades PK - 1
Told by Dancing Moccasins, a 14-year-old
Wampanoag boy, and Resolved White, a 6-year-old
English boy, a fascinating historical book brings to life
the harvest celebration between the Pilgrims and the
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Wampanoag people in 1621.

Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims
Tells of the adventurous life of the Wampanoag
Indian, Squanto.

Ghost Hawk
Squanto and the Miracle of Thanksgiving
Gavin, preparing for a boring Thanksgiving Day with
his relatives, joins his cousin's effort to escape to the
swing set in the backyard, a journey marked by
sweater-wearing dogs, affectionate aunts, and
grownups of inconvenient height.

People Shall Continue
This helpful resource provides all-new tested,
standard-based lessons accompanied by reproducible
handouts and easy-to-follow directions. • Furnishes
tested, ready-made lessons and reproducible
handouts for every grade level K–5 • Provides a timesaving tool for school librarians and educators in
teaching integrated information literacy skills •
Features lessons that are coordinated with the
Common Core State Standards, the McREL
Compendium of Standards and Benchmarks, and the
AASL Information Literacy Standards

Thanksgiving on Thursday
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Traces the progress of the Indians of North America
from the time of the Creation to the present.

Cheyenne Again
Describes the voyage of the Mayflower and the
difficulties encountered by the Pilgrims during their
first year in the New World, and recounts how they
celebrated their first harvest.

Squanto
In the late 1880s, a Cheyenne boy named Young Bull
is taken from his parents and sent to a boarding
school to learn the white man's ways. "Young Bull's
struggle to hold on to his heritage will touch children's
sense of justice and lead to some interesting
discussions and perhaps further research." —School
Library Journal

Squanto's Journey
When Beaver challenges Turtle to a swimming race
for ownership of the pond, Turtle outsmarts Beaver,
and Beaver learns to share, in a Native American
version of the "Tortoise and Hare" folktale. Reprint.

Young Squanto
Substitute middle-school history teacher Rush Revere
takes his students back in time to experience
American history as it happens aboard the Mayflower
and on Plymouth Plantation.
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Early Learning Thematic Lesson Plans,
Grades PK - 1
A simple biography of the Wampanoag Indian who
helped the Pilgrims survive in their early days in the
Plymouth colony.

What Was the First Thanksgiving?
A long-tailed rabbit who wants a nibble of the highest,
tastiest leaves uses his special snow song in the
summertime, despite the protests of the other
animals.

Squanto, Friend of the Pilgrims
When the day in which he is to help with his first rye
harvest approaches, young Samuel Eaton is so
excited that he can hardly sleep, but his blistering
tasks prove harder than expected. Reprint.

1621
Lester and Clyde
Encourage a love of learning in students in grades
PK–1 with Early Learning Thematic Lesson Plans! This
160-page resource engages young learners with 32
weekly themes and more than 600 developmentally
appropriate activities. All of the research, planning,
and scheduling has already been done. Just open the
book, choose a theme, and start teaching! The book
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includes morning circle activities, a guide to children's
literature, and integrated activities. This book
supports NCTE, NCTM, NCSS, and NAEYC standards.

Let's Read About-- Squanto
At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood,
Little Hawk returns to find his village decimated by a
white man's plague and soon, despite a fresh start,
Little Hawk dies violently but his spirit remains
trapped, seeing how his world changes.

Samuel Eaton's Day
Early reader biography of Squanto, who as a boy
spent time hunting and fishing but as a young man
taught the English settlers in Plymouth better ways to
live off the land.
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